CHAPTER 6

An Alternative Model of Organization
To be successful at the highest levels of business, organizations will need to be designed and operate to a set of guiding principles that allow a business to master the full set of challenges of the new paradigm. The most successful companies will be those that adapt how they work as well as what they address in order to stay ahead of competitors. In order to pursue these new challenges, many organizations are discarding older centralized approaches or inefficient matrix models in favor of a new and alternative approach.
The old model of command and control may not fit well in a complex and dynamic international business environment. The associated bureaucracy is too slow, the center too remote from fast-moving markets, and the internal environment often considered too stifling for young, ambitious managers. Decentralized organizations, which have swung in and out of fashion over the past 30 years, may also be poorly suited to identify and focus the full weight of institutional expertise and resource on high priority international problems and opportunities. Adapting to local market realities is essential, as is developing and harvesting the value of global positions. Transnational businesses need both to optimize the performance of global-scale assets and processes and remain fast and flexible in local markets, often competing against more focused local players. Organizations now need to be designed and operated to achieve a multiplicity of objectives.
A Network Model
As businesses refocus on a limited set of priority actions, organizations must bring to bear their full capabilities in these areas, intensifying all efforts and operating more effectively on both local and coordinated global bases.
A new approach to organization, which in many ways resembles a distributed information or technology network, can respond well to this dual challenge, optimizing the value added from the center while enabling business units to respond swiftly and effectively to local market demands.
The model works so that every local business unit serves local demand, communicates extensively with other units and is guided by a shared vision, defined operating protocols, group or corporate priorities, and investment rules set down at the center. The center provides a more limited range of valueadded services, and also acts as an intelligent switch to deploy resources around the business. The network is truly interdependent, drawing on the capabilities of each unit and the center to strengthen collective performance.
First described in 1989 in the article, "The Webs We Weave," which appeared in the United Kingdom magazine Management Today, the network model has today become a proven source of value and advantage in many transnational enterprises.
Organizations that adopt this model can expect a radical shift in the structure and functioning of the organization. Costs at the center can be reduced. Information will be more thoroughly processed and more widely available. Hierarchies will break down. Key problems will be studied by managers, often from different disciplines, on a task force basis. The transparency of business units will accelerate the need for greater exchange of performance-related information. Travel and communication may increase as well. And the range of skills demanded of management will broaden to accommodate the demands of an interdependent organization.
A graphic example of such an organization is set out below. Designing and implementing a network model will not be easy. Old habits die hard and an entirely new set of values and operating principles may be required for your organization to adapt to the new model. The values migration
